
Our growing company is looking for a software engineer, level. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software engineer, level

Maintains a high level understanding of industry application development
best practices, tools, programming languages and techniques
Coordinates with analysts and consultants in the design and development of
new software applications
Works with external software suppliers to coordinate software integration
and resolution of problems
Prior experience with the Comcast RDK Software stacks is a plus
Robustness and resiliency of the software will be required through use of
static code analysis, abiding by coding standards, and proper design
documentation/reviews
Support in the development of multiple CSCI systems and user-facing front
ends
May be solely responsible for SW changes pertaining to specific CSCIs and as
a result may be required to prepare materials for the meetings, present,
working resultant action items, and outbrief as appropriate
Support full life cycle software development tasks including requirements
analysis, software design, coding, unit testing, integration, installation and
maintenance
Write well designed, testable, efficient code Maintain code quality,
organization & automation of source code baselines
Agile development and product line leadership
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Experience in the other technologies listed above is not required
Requires the ability to independently develop and execute technical planning
and control activities to ensure program management has program status and
decision data in place
The successful candidates will be responsible for designing and developing
quality products, have strong communication skills, and are capable of
working in a multi-tasking environment while supporting multiple projects
concurrently
The candidate must be capable of working with geographically disperse
teams
Ability to obtain Interim Clearance (Pre-Start) and final clearance (Post start)
Understanding of modeling and simulation of complex aerospace systems


